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Description 
 

This course addresses to MA and PhD students. 
 
Introduction 
The examples of an aural memory and it’s similar visual results is a common finding 
both in the modernist heritage of literature, as well as in the diverse visual 
depictions. These lectures are a survey of a most augmented nature that starts 
inside modernistic examples of writings of M. Proust and V. Nabokov and bear it’s 
remarks  in examples of contemporary visual arts. Range of case studies and 
development of notion of synaesthesia is held within present visual arts and moving 
imagery but also through neurolinguistic assessments and experiments. These 
aural, musical and cognitive representations are to be demonstrated in the scope of 
European artist but also some peculiar case studies and artistic phenomena within 
the South Slavic region. 
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Impact 

The main impact of the lecture will be stimulating the awareness of the 
significance of synaesthesia within the contemporary European (and Serbian) 
visual arts and film, which is confirmed by the relevant neurolinguistic 
assessments and experiments. 

 1st acad. year: 2nd acad. year: 3rd acad. year: Total over 3 years: 

N° of hours 6 6 6 18 

N° of students 25 25 25 75 

Discipline of 
audience 

Music, Art, humanities 

Year/type of study 2nd cycle (Masters) Doctoral studies 

Nature Optional New 

 
 
 


